NESTED AETHERS
THERE IS MORE THAN ONE AETHER
THESE COSMIC PROJECTION SCREENS SUPPORT THE MANIFESTATION
OF MATTER
THUS, SINCE MATTER IS FRACTAL
THE PROJECTION SCREENS HAVE TO BE ALSO
Well that pretty much says it. But, we’ll add some more meat on this bone.
This Russian scientist proved the existence of the aether:
http://www.divinecosmos.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=95&ltemid=36

Plus, there are pictures of the aether:
There are many observations that show the aether – I mean pictures – how do you argue
with a picture? But, main stream science as yet does not really accept the aether despite
the empirical facts. So, I’ll list a few: WIMPS (weak interactive massive particles in
space – divide space into a giant honeycomb which looks just like the aether); the bands
of lightening that run across the face of the earth; an experiment where DNA organizes
light into bands – very much like the lightening bands; ditto the experiment: “1776
Evaporations of Iridium Atoms onto a Super Cooled Tungsten Plate” there again the
iridium was naturally deposited in bands; Bell’s Theorem – the particles communicate via
the aether – how else would they?); scalar waves are real and infinite – because they are
propagated in harmony with the aether i.e. they look like the aether – a honeycomb.
There are lots of direct observations that lead to one conclusion – there is an aether.
A partial transcript from David Hudson’s lecture:
… This is a paper that is, it's Physical Review Letters, Volume 62, Number 10,
March 1989, March 6, 1989 [Direct Mapping of Adatom-Adatom Interactions, pp.
1146-1149], and if you raise it up just a little bit, 1776 evaporations of
iridium atoms onto a super-cooled tungsten plate. And, you know, people study
the darndest things, these scientists study the most esoteric things. But
they're putting, 1776 times they vaporized atoms onto this tungsten plate and
they measured where the atoms arranged themselves. Now they didn't realize the
importance of what they were doing. But they find here, and my copying job
isn't real good so I'm going to walk over again. All of these lines that run up
are the light colored lines and all these that run down are the dark colored
lines. These are the three dimensions, one, two and three. This is the way the
graph reads. Now what they found is that the iridium atoms were arranging
themselves at about two of these quadrants from each other. This big long black
line. That basically the atoms attract from a long ways away up to that point
and then they're repulsed, the lines go, they're not ever found in those
locations. So what they found is that the iridium atoms, you see these
quadrants are 3.17 angstroms in dimension, so there's 1, 2 quadrants here. So
they found that the atoms were arranging themselves at about 6.3 angstroms
apart. Okay? They weren't arranging themselves hardly at all in this dimension,
they were arranging themselves basically in this dimension, but at specific
distances apart.

Basically the iridium atoms organized themselves into columns or rows with 6.3
angstroms of iridium then a 6.3 angstrom gap. Which is exactly how the aether is
organized i.e. first a gap, then an aetheric cell occupied by an Anu.
So, based on the iridium experiment we can safely say that there is a local aether wherein
the cells are 6.3 angstroms wide.
Now 6.3 angstroms is a huge distance atomically – the largest atom is only 2 angstroms
across. So, when we look at the collapse or condensation of an electron cloud into an
electron – we can not say that this giant aether supports that process. Suffice to say that
there has to be a smaller version of the aether simply because the electron would be lost
in 6.3 angstroms of space.
Next we have:
The DNA PHANTOM EFFECT: Direct Measurement of A New Field in the
Vacuum Substructure
By Dr. Vladimir Poponin

http://www.rialian.com/rnboyd/dna-phantom.htm
Basically the DNA caused photons to organize in columns or rows – again!!! DNA is
known to be super conducting. Since super conductors levitate – one can only conclude
that the super conductors harmonize with the aether. Therefore, the super conductors
have the same honeycomb structure as the aether – ditto the DNA.
For the purposes of this essay i.e. the nested aethers – I could not find where Dr. Poponin
measured the distance between the columns of photons, but given the minuscule size of
photons, one can safely assume that Dr. Poponin’s aetheric structure is less than 6.3
angstroms. Ok? And, it seems that the FERMI lab has discovered a similar “phantom
field”
The bottom line is that there is more than one aether. Ok, then – How many?
Firstly, for the electron cloud to become an electron there has to be an energetic sequence
of events that occurs i.e. as the cloud is converted to become a particle. And energetic
frequency is produced as a result – however, there is no frequency coming directly out of
the aether – if there was science would have found it long ago – for main stream science
it is still a “phantom field”. So, a conundrum: there is no frequency in the aether, but
here in our realm there is plenty of frequency. If we take a creationist view of this fact –
then we have to agree that in the beginning there was the word – and, we have to say that
the word emanated from the aether in some manner (I know what that manner is, but that
is covered extensively in other essays).
Well it is without doubt that the cosmos is fractal and there is no chaos out there – just
google “fractal universe”. Now do the same for “quantum fractals”. Thus, there is an

amazing structure to both the cosmos and the sub-atomic universe. However, the fractals
look nothing like the obvious honeycomb structure of the aetheric “phantom fields”.
These are really the aboriginal energy fields of this universe – so, I feel a little funny
calling the aether a “phantom fields” when it really pre-dates everything.
Here you’ll see a theory on the uniform field that is the aether:
http://montalk.net/notes/the-etheric-origins-of-gravity-electricity-and-magnetism

Now, they surmise that the aether expands in order to accommodate the larger
manifestations within our reality. However, the evidence is obvious that there is more
than one aether – most likely an aether corresponding to each increasing plateau of this
fractal universe i.e. first a sub-atomic aether, then an atomic aether, then a molecular
aether, an aether that is our size, thence all the way up to an aether that contains this
universe.
There is good support for there being an aether so large that this universe fits in just one
of its honeycomb cells: many meditators have reported reaching the dark blue wall at the
edges of this universe; myself included. Then since this universe has DNA looking
structures within it, each one of which being the center of an Anu – that being the case,
then quite obviously this universe is just a collection of Anus in a much larger aetheric
cell which is part of a gigantic infinite aether. That leaves us feeling very very small
indeed.
This is just a very cursory look at this idea of there being numerous aethers that expand
fractally – but, it gives a good argument to be tested further. However, the result will
undoubtedly be as postulated here i.e. an infinite organization of nested aethers that
increase in cell size via a fractal progression ad infinitum, with each aether being a
uniform field looking exactly like its progenitor.
FURTHER EVIDENCE OF THIS IS PRESENTED IN THE ORIGIN OF LIFE ESSAY.
AND:
NOW I NEED TO PROPERLY DEFINE THE QUARK – THE BUILDING BLOCK OF
MATTER. WELL THEY SAY THE QUARK AND THE LEPTON, THE
CONSTITUENT PARTICLE OF THE ELECTRON.
THE FOLLOWING PICTURE OF THE TWO ANUs IS NOT QUITE RIGHT – THERE
IS AN EMPTY / GAP CELL BETWEEN THE TWO THAT IS THE SAME SIZE AS
THE AETHERIC CELLS AROUND THE ANUs. OK – PICTURE THAT PLEASE.

THE ANU – ONE BEING A MIRROR IMAGE OF THE OTHER – AS A RESULT OF
THE RULE

NOW QUARKS RUN IN PAIRS – AS DO ELECTRONS, PHOTONS AND JUST
ABOUT ALL SUBATOMIC PARTICLES AND PEOPLE.
SO, THESE PAIRS ARE SOVEREIGN UNITS WITH THEIR EXISTENCE
GRANTED BY GOD AND MANIFEST BY THE RULE. AS A RESULT THEY
HAVE THEIR OWN BEINGNESS – EACH PAIR HAS THEIR OWN SKIN /
AETHERIC CELL – TOGETHER THEY ARE A QUANTUM – SO AROUND THEIR
AETHERIC QUANTUM CELL ANOTHER ANU FORMS THAT SURROUNDS THIS
SOVEREIGN BEING. SO, WE HAVE THESE TWO ANUs OVER LAID BY
ANOTHER LARGER ANU (THE TOP QUARK) WITHIN ITS OWN LARGER
AETHERIC CELL.
SO IT IS EASY TO SEE THAT WE AUTOMATICALLY HAVE A PROGRESSION
IN THE SIZE OF THE AETHERS.

CREATION
NOW THE CREATIONISTS HOLD FIRMLY TO THE BIBLE\S TEACHING THAT
FIRST THERE WAS THE WORD – AND EVEN SAI BABA STATES THAT THE
FIRST SOUND WAS THE OOOMMM. OK, SO WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU
SIMPLY BLOW ONTO A BOWL OF WATER – RINGS FORM. THE PHYSICISTS
CALL THEM TORROIDS – THEY ARE DONUTS OF ENERGY. THE COWBOY’S
LOGIC STATES THAT THE DONUTS FORM AUTOMATICALLY IN THE
AETHER DUE TO THE RULE AND THAT THE TORROIDS ARE THE BEGINNING
AND END OF VIBRATIONS, WHICH IS TRUE.
SO, WHICH CAME FIRST THE TORROID OR THE OOOMMM?

WHICH EVER IT WAS – THE CHICKEN OF THE EGG – THE RULE, THE
AETHER THEN THE ANU WERE THERE FIRST.

ALL THINGS HAVE TO MANIFEST WITHIN THE
AETHER ACCORDING TO THE RULE / KARMA.
THAT IS PROBABLY A RULE OF THE UNIFORM FIELD I.E. A REAL LAW OF
PHYSICS.

HANDEDNESS
ANOTHER INTERESTING ASPECT IS THAT EVERYTHING IN THIS UNIVERSE
SEEMS TO SPIN TO THE RIGHT – WELL ALL MAJOR THINGS LIKE DNA,
LARGE MOLECULES, NEBULAE ETC. SO, WHY?
IT WOULD NOT SURPRISE ME IF COSMOLOGY FOUND A DNA FORMATION
GOING RIGHT UP THROUGH THE CENTER OF THIS UNIVERSE THAT SPINS
TO THE RIGHT, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE IS ANOTHER UNIVERSE THAT
IS THE LEFT HANDED MIRROR IMAGE OF THIS ONE – JUST LIKE OUR TWO
ANUs ABOVE. AND, THEY ARE PROBABLY WONDERING WHY EVERYTHING
SPINS TO THE LEFT.
MOST LIKELY THIS IS THE CENTER OF THE RIGHT HANDED ANU THAT IS
THE CENTER OF THIS UNIVERSE:

Astronomers Find a Hole in the
Universe
By SETH BORENSTEIN
AP Science Writer

Science Video

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Astronomers have stumbled upon a tremendous hole in
the universe. That's got them scratching their heads about what's just not there.
The cosmic blank spot has no stray stars, no galaxies, no sucking black holes,

not even mysterious dark matter. It is 1 billion light years across of nothing.
That's an expanse of nearly 6 billion trillion miles of emptiness, a University of
Minnesota team announced Thursday.
Astronomers have known for many years that there are patches in the universe
where nobody's home. In fact, one such place is practically a neighbor, a mere 2
million light years away. But what the Minnesota team discovered, using two
different types of astronomical observations, is a void that's far bigger than
scientists ever imagined.
"This is 1,000 times the volume of what we sort of expected to see in terms of a
typical void," said Minnesota astronomy professor Lawrence Rudnick, author of
the paper that will be published in Astrophysical Journal. "It's not clear that we
have the right word yet ... This is too much of a surprise."
Rudnick was examining a sky survey from the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, which essentially takes radio pictures of a broad expanse of the
universe. But one area of the universe had radio pictures indicating there was up
to 45 percent less matter in that region, Rudnick said.
The rest of the matter in the radio pictures can be explained as stars and other
cosmic structures between here and the void, which is about 5 to 10 billion light
years away.
Rudnick then checked observations of cosmic microwave background radiation
and found a cold spot. The only explanation, Rudnick said, is it's empty of matter.
It could also be a statistical freak of nature, but that's probably less likely than a
giant void, said James Condon, an astronomer at the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory. He wasn't part of Rudnick's team but is following up on the
research.
"It looks like something to be taken seriously," said Brent Tully, a University of
Hawaii astronomer who wasn't part of this research but studies the void closer to
Earth.
Tully said astronomers may eventually find a few cosmic structures in the void,
but it would still be nearly empty.
Holes in the universe probably occur when the gravity from areas with bigger
mass pull matter from less dense areas, Tully said. After 13 billion years "they
are losing out in the battle to where there are larger concentrations of matter," he
said.
Retired NASA astronomer Steve Maran said of the discovery: "This is incredibly

important for something where there is nothing to it."
--On the Net:
Rudnick paper: http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/0704.0908
National Radio Astronomy Observatory: http://www.nrao.edu/pr/2007/coldspot/
THIS IS HOW EACH ANU MOVES WITHIN ITS AETHERIC CELL:
http://www.heartcoherence.com/anu-of-theosophy/UltimateAtom.htm
NOW EVEN THOUGH THE ANU VIBRATES – IT IS DOING SO IN 2-D – SO NO
FREQUENCY IS PRODUCED. THE FUNDAMENTAL NON-POLAR ENERGIES
DO NOT VIBRATE – GRAVITY – SUPER CONDUCTING ENERGY, WHICH IS
THE ENERGY OF LIFE – MEISSNER FIELDS ARE NON-POLAR; ALTHOUGH
THERE SEEMS TO BE ENERGY CURRENTS ON THEIR SURFACE.

AND ALL OF THIS FITS WITH THE JAPANESE RELIGION OF SHINTO AS WELL
AS THE CHINESE TAO, BOTH OF WHICH HOLD THAT ALL THINGS MANIFEST
LOGARITHMICALLY WHICH IS THE SAME AS THE OBSERVED FRACTAL
MANIFESTATIONS IN THE COSMOS AND THE QUANTUM.
SHINTO AND THE TAO ALSO HOLD THAT WITHIN ALL THINGS YOU FIND
BOTH YIN AND YANG – SINCE THE ANU HAS BOTH YIN AND YANG WHICH
CORRESPOND TO SHIVA AND VISHNU – THEN ALL THINGS ARE AN ANU.
IN FACT, ALL OF THIS FITS WITH ONE OR ANOTHER OF THE SCRIPTURES.
TREAT ALL THINGS AS GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE.

